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Abstract Assembling printed circuit boards efﬁciently using automated placement
machines is a challenging task. Here, we focus on a motion control problem for a
speciﬁc type of placement machines. More speciﬁcally, the problem is to establish
movement patterns for the robot arm, the feeder rack, and—when appropriate—the
worktable, of a sequential pick-and-place machine. In this note we show that a (pop-
ular) greedy strategy may not always yield an optimum solution. However, under the
relevant Tchebychev metric, we can model the problem as a linear program, thereby
establishingtheexistenceofapolynomialtimealgorithmforthismotioncontrolprob-
lem. Finally, we give experimental evidence that computing optimal solutions to this
motion control problem can yield signiﬁcantly better solutions than those found by a
greedy method.
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1 Introduction
Assembling printed circuit boards efﬁciently using automated placement machines is
a challenging task. The ever increasing need for competitiveness means that improv-
ing the throughput of production lines is an important topic in this industry. It follows
that investigating optimization problems for whole production lines as well as for
individual machines remains a relevant task.
There are many types of different placement machines; for a more extensive dis-
cussion of different types of machines we refer to Grunow et al. (2004), and Egbelu
et al. (1996), where a classiﬁcation is proposed depending upon which parts of the
machine can move. One possible categorization is to divide placement machines into
two categories: sequential machines (machines in which each component is handled
sequentially) and concurrent machines (machines in which components can be han-
dled concurrently). For instance, machines featuring a rotating turret or carousel fall




general form, to move in the x-direction and in the y-direction.
• a feeder rack. The feeder rack is a bar that contains feeders in which the com-
ponents are stored. Notice that a feeder stores components of a single type. The
feeder rack can move in the x-direction only.
• a robot arm. This is a device that transports the components from the feeder rack
to the appropriate location above the board; it is able to move in the x-direction
and in the y-direction.
Such a placement machine is described in, for instance, Ayob and Kendall (2005)
(where the worktable can only move in the x-direction) and in Altinkemer et al.
(2000) (where the worktable is stationary).
Now, in order to operate any placement machine, several decisions must be made.
There are various hierarchies of decision making, see Crama et al. (2002) for a discus-
sion of this subject. However, given a single machine and a single board, three basic
problems need at least be addressed:
• the component sequencing problem: determine a sequence of the given locations
on the board where the components will be placed,
• the feeder assignment problem: determine where the feeders are located in the
feeder rack, and
• the component retrieval problem: determine for each component to be placed,
from which feeder it will be retrieved.
Each of these problems has been studied extensively in the literature: early refer-
ences to each of these three problems include Ball and Magazine (1988), Leipälä
and Nevalainen (1989), Crama et al. (1996), we refer to Crama et al. (2002) and the
references contained therein for more information concerning these problems.
In this note we focus on a motion control problem for a sequential placement ma-
chine as described earlier. Thus, we will assume that each of the problems mentioned
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above has been solved. In addition, we assume (unless explicitly stated otherwise)
that the robot arm can carry at most one component at any given moment in time. At
ﬁrst sight one may then wonder what is left to decide. However, before the machine
starts actually inserting components, we need to establish the movement patterns of
the three parts that are capable of moving: the robot arm, the feeder rack, and the
worktableofthemachine. Thisshouldbedoneinsuchawaythatthemachineﬁnishes
itslastoperationassoonaspossible.Wecallthisproblemthemotioncontrolproblem.
Thus, the motion control problem for a single sequential pick-and-place machine that
we address in this note can be described as follows. Given the locations on a board
and a corresponding placement sequence, and given the location of each component
in the feeder rack, the problem is to determine pick positions and place positions
so that the last placement operation is executed as soon as possible. Our goal is to
minimize the total assembly time for a single board.
Of course, for some sequential machines this problem is nonexistent. Indeed, if
both the feeder rack and the worktable cannot move, movement of the robot arm is
completely dictated by the solution to the three problems described above. Also, if the
machine’s technology is such that it features a ﬁxed pick position and a ﬁxed place
position (i.e., each component is picked (placed) at the same prescribed position) the
movement of the robot arm easily follows, as well as the movement of the worktable
and the feeder rack. However, the motion control problem becomes interesting when
there are no ﬁxed pick and place positions, and at least two of the three parts are
capable of moving. Indeed, in Su et al. (1995), a so-called dynamic pick and place
model is introduced in which the possibility of dynamic pick and place positions is
investigated.
Notice that we do not address a speciﬁc placement machine; to achieve competi-
tive advantages, the technologies for pick-and-place operations are subject to constant
change and reﬁnement. Instead, our results apply to any (hypothetical) sequential
placement machine featuring multiple moving parts. More generally, any situation
where a transporting device needs to bring a set of items able to follow some move-
ment pattern to a given set of locations also able to follow some movement pattern,
falls under our scope.
1.1 Related literature
Asmentioned,theproblemofﬁndinggoodoperationalsolutionsforasingleplacement
machine has been actively investigated in literature. The motion control problem is
ﬁrstdescribedinSuetal.(1995)whotakeintoaccountthepossibilityofnotrestricting
the pick positions and the place positions to given locations. They propose a greedy
strategy to solve the resulting motion control problem and give computational evi-
dence for the gain of this dynamic pick and place model compared to the setting with
ﬁxed pick and place positions. Further studies, that also involve the computation of a
feeder assignment and a component placement sequence, are presented in Su and Fu
(1998), Su et al. (1998), Wang et al. (1998), and Van Hop and Tabucanon (2001b).
Van Hop and Tabucanon (2001a) and Ayob and Kendall (2005) each further develop
a method for the motion control problem based on dynamic pick and place positions.
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Motion planning has also received signiﬁcant attention from the ﬁeld of robotics
(see e.g., Latombe (1991) for an overview). Here the emphasis is often on ﬁnding a
motion plan (or a path) for a robot in some environment. Also, there is some literature
that deals with classical routing problems such as the TSP, where the clients to be
visited are known to move, and the salesman needs to take this into account, see for
instance Helvig (2003), and the references contained therein. Asahiro et al. (2005),
inspired by an application in robot navigation, deal with a similar problem, a variant
of the Vehicle Routing Problem where moving elements need to be grasped one by
one before they move out of the reachable region of the robot arm. The goal is to pick
as many elements as possible. As far as we are aware however, the complexity of the
speciﬁc motion control problem discussed here has not been answered before.
1.2 Our contribution
(i) We provide an example in which it is beneﬁcial for a (moving) feeder rack to
wait, thereby postponing the next picking moment. This example shows that
GREEDY methods (see Sect. 2) do not always yield an optimal solution to
the motion control problem (even in the case of a stationary worktable). The
example is valid for each distance metric (dxp + dyp)1/p with p > 0 (where
dx (dy) is the distance traveled in the x (y) direction), more speciﬁcally, the
example is valid for p = 1 (the Manhattan norm), for p = 2 (the Euclidean
norm), and for p =∞(the Tchebychev norm). Notice that the latter norm is
quite common for placement machines.
(ii) We show that the motion control problem is solvable in polynomial time for
therelevantTchebychevnormbyformulatingtheproblemasalinearprogram.
(iii) We demonstrate that for randomly generated instances there is a signiﬁcant
difference between optimal solutions and solutions found by GREEDY meth-
ods. This difference partly depends on the ratio of the speed of the robot arm
and the feeder rack. For some of the instances we considered the quality of
a solution found by a GREEDY method may be signiﬁcantly worse than the
value of the optimum.
1.3 Remark
In our attempt to model the moving parts of a placement machine, we make assump-
tions that are not precisely fulﬁlled in practice. For instance, we assume a constant
speedforeachmovingpart;hence,wedonotaccountforeffectsresultingfromacceler-
ation,andde-acceleration.Foradescriptionofthetechnicalissuesrelatedtooperating
a placement machine we refer to V a nG a s t e le ta l .(2004).
2 A problem description, a method, and an instance
In this section we further describe the problem, and we sketch a class of solution
methods for the motion control problem that we call GREEDY methods. Recall that
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we assume that the component sequencing problem, the feeder assignment problem,
and the component retrieval problem have been solved. In other words, the input to
the motion control problem consists of (i) a sequence of n locations on the board, (ii)
the position of the corresponding components in the feeder rack, and (iii) the starting
conﬁguration as well as the speeds of the robot arm, feeder rack, and worktable.
To facilitate the problem description we assume in this section that times needed
for picking a component and times needed for placing a component can be ignored
(notice that it is not difﬁcult to include nonnegative picking and placing times in our
methods and models, see Sects. 3 and 4). We assume that all movements occur in two-
dimensional space, and hence, a position is completely speciﬁed by its x-coordinate
and its y-coordinate. Also, we assume that the feeder rack coincides with the x-axis,
i.e., all y-coordinates of picking positions equal zero. Finally, in order to facilitate the
description of a GREEDY method, we ﬁrst assume here that there are no physical
obstructions for the movement patterns of robot arm, feeder rack, and worktable; we
will come back to this issue later. We use the following notation:
for i = 1,2,...,n:
• (xpi, ypi): i-th placement position, i.e., the position where component i is placed
by the robot arm onto the board,
• (xsi,0): i-th pick position, i.e., the position where component i is picked by the





i ): moment in time when component i is placed (picked).
A feasible solution to the motion control problem amounts to ﬁnding values for these
variables that correspond to achievable movement patterns. Further we use the fol-
lowing notation:
for i = 1,2,...,n:
• (xbi(t), ybi(t)):thepositionofthelocationontheboardwherecomponenti needs
to be placed at time t,
• (xf i(t), yfi(t)): the position of the location where component i is stored in the
feeder rack at time t, and
• Va (Vf ,Vb): speed of the robot arm (feeder rack, board).
We call a method for the motion control problem a GREEDY method when, given the
moments in time when the previous events occurred, the next event occurs as soon as
possible.Thereare2n+1orderedeventsinthemotioncontrolproblem:pickingcom-
ponent i, placing component i (i = 1,...,n), and returning to the starting position
for the robot arm.
To describe a GREEDY method, let us for the moment assume that, for some i,
1 ≤ i < n, we know the i-th placement position (xpi, ypi), the corresponding time
t
place
i , and that we also know the (i + 1)-st pick position (xsi+1,0), and its corre-
sponding time t
pick









i+1 )), i.e., the position of the location where the (i + 1)-st
component needs to be placed at time t = t
place
i , and the location in the feeder rack of
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computes the (i + 1)-st placement position, the (i + 2)-nd picking position, as well
as their corresponding times. Applying this computation, starting with a given initial
state, for i = 1,2,...,n − 1 iteratively, gives us a solution to the motion control
problem. This is done as follows. At t = t
place
i , we let the worktable move such that
the location of the (i +1)-st placement location travels towards the (i +1)-st picking
position. There are two possibilities. Either the board location arrives at the (i + 1)-
st picking position (xsi+1,0) on or before t = t
pick
i+1 , i.e., the board location arrives
there before the robot arm (recall that we, for the moment, ignore potential physical
obstructions). In that case, the board stops and waits for the robot arm to arrive. It
follows then that (t
place
i+1 ,(xpi+1, ypi+1)) = (t
pick
i+1 ,(xsi+1,0)). Or, the board and its
(i + 1)-st placement location is unable to reach the (i + 1)-st picking position before
t = t
pick
i+1 , and given the pick occurring at t = t
pick
i+1 , a placement position and time are
computed by having the robot arm and board travel directly towards each other. This
determines (t
place
i+1 ,(xpi+1, ypi+1)). To express this in mathematical terms, let f be a
function which takes as input two states, each state corresponding to an object, where
astateisspeciﬁedby(time,location,speed).Thefunction f thenoutputsthetimeand
















i+1 ,(xpi+1, ypi+1)), we compute a minimal t
pick
i+2 as follows. At
t = t
pick
i+1 , the feeder rack location of component (i + 2) starts to move towards the
position on the x-axis where the robot arm can reach component (i +2) as quickly as
possibleafterhavingplacedthe(i+1)-stcomponent.Weexpressthisusingafunction
g that takes as input two states, each state corresponding to an object, where a state
is again speciﬁed by (time, location, speed). The function g then outputs the minimal
time and the corresponding location where the two objects meet, given that the second
















By viewing the starting conﬁguration as the 0-th placement position, and by comput-
ing (xs1,0) and a minimal t
pick
1 given the starting conﬁguration, we have speciﬁed a
GREEDY method. We refer to the example below, and the corresponding Figure for
an illustration of a GREEDY method.
Notice that we have not speciﬁed the precise form of the functions f and g;t h e y
depend on the particular distance metric used. We use f to ﬁnd the meeting place, and
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meeting time for two objects that each can move in both the x and y-direction, and
we use g when one of the two objects can only move horizontally. Thus, in case the
board is restricted to move only in the x-direction (see Ayob and Kendall (2005)), this
is easily accommodated by replacing f by g in (1). Notice further that we assumed in
thedescriptionabovethattherearenophysicalconstraintsforanyofthemovingparts.
These constraints, however, are present in existing placement machines (although one
could envision a technology where the feeder racks are above the board, and the board
could travel beneath the rack without any physical constraints). Then, since the board
should not collide with the rack, the board will not be able to reach a picking location.
In the case these physical constraints play a role, we let a moving part (e.g., the work
table) travel to the location that is closest to the location (under the appropriate norm)
that was aimed for in case of the absence of these constraints. Observe also that, in
case of the Tchebychev norm, there may be multiple locations each of which achieves
a minimal time. We come back to this issue in Sect. 4. Finally, notice that GREEDY
has the property that at any moment in time the robot arm moves (apart from the time
spent in picking and placing the components).
Let us now proceed by sketching an example that shows that a GREEDY method
may not always give an optimal solution.
Example LetusconsiderthefollowinginstancewhereweusetheTchebychevmetric.
The speed of the robot arm (denoted by Va) equals 4 (measured in distance-units per
time-unit), the speed of the feeder rack (denoted by Vf ) equals 1, and the speed of the
board (denoted by Vb) equals 0 (i.e., the board is stationary in this example). Let us
assume that picking times and placing times can be ignored. Suppose further that at
time t = 0 the robot arm is positioned at (0,0) and that it has to place two identical
components that are stored in the feeder rack, currently positioned at (20,0).T h e
ﬁrst component has to be placed at (20,1) and the second at (20,2). The example





0 = 0,(xs0, ys0) = (xp0, yp0) = (0,0),Va = 4,Vf = 1 and Vb = 0.
Applying GREEDY to this instance yields the following:
t = 4 : The robot arm meets the ﬁrst component at (16,0), and picks it up. Using












Making g explicit we compute xs1 and t
pick
1 as follows:





0 ) − (|xp0 − xf1(t
place
0 )|/(Va + Vf )) ∗ Vf








0 ) − xs1|/Vf = 0 +| 20 − 16|/1 = 4.
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Thus
g[(0,(0,0),4),(0,(20,0),1)]=(4,(16,0)).














Making f explicit we compute t
place





1 +max(|xs1 − xp1|/Va, yp1/Va) = 4+(|16 − 20|/4,1/4) = 5
and, as the board is stationary,




0 )) = (20,1).
Thus
f [(4,(16,0),4),(0,(20,1),0)]=(4 + (20 − 16)/4,(20,1)) = (5,(20,1)).
t = 5.6 : The robot arm meets the second component at (17.6,0), and picks it up:
(t
pick
























= (5.6 + (20 − 17.6)/4,(20,1)) = (6.2,(20,2)).
t = 11.2 : The robot arm arrives at (0,0).
Summarizing, robot arm and feeder meet for the ﬁrst time at t = 4 at position
(16,0) where the picking of the ﬁrst component occurs. The robot arm then travels to
the ﬁrst placing position (20,1) and places the ﬁrst component at t = 5. The picking
of the second component takes place at time t = 5.6 at position (17.6,0) and the
placing at t = 6.2 at position (20,2). Finally, the arm needs another 5 time units to
return to (0,0) such that total assembly is ﬁnished at t = 11.2.
Notice what would happen if we, starting with the initial conﬁguration at t = 0, let
the feeder rack move only 1 distance unit and wait with the feeder rack in (19,0) for
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Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the example
the robot arm to arrive: then at t = 4.75, the robot arm would pick its ﬁrst component
at(19,0),placethiscomponentattimet = 5,returnto(19,0)topickthesecondcom-
ponent and place it at t = 5.75 and ﬁnally return to arrive at (0,0) at time t = 10.75,
which is faster than GREEDY’s solution. Indeed, in this setting it is beneﬁcial to wait
with the feeder rack instead of moving it (one also can exhibit examples in which it
is beneﬁcial to wait with the robot arm instead of the feeder rack). The idea behind
this example is that postponing the picking moment can actually decrease the time
fromplacepointtonextplacepoint.Thiscanhappenwhentherobotarmmovesfaster
than the feeder rack. In this case it may be advantageous to travel with the robot arm
only, instead of traveling with the both of them. More generally, when the speeds of
two moving parts differ, GREEDY may not always ﬁnd an optimal solution. Thus,
intuitively, it can be better to use the “fast” moving piece and wait with the “slow”
moving piece of equipment instead of moving them both.
Obviously, we do not claim that this is a realistic, or a worst-case example; the
sole purpose of this example is to illustrate that GREEDY may not yield an optimum
solution.
3 LP formulation
In this section we show that the motion control problem is solvable in polynomial
time by formulating the problem as a linear program under the relevant Tchebychev
metric. We assume (without loss of generality) that the rack has y-coordinate 0, and
that all other y-coordinates are nonnegative; we also assume positive speeds for each
of the moving elements. Further, we start from a situation (at t = 0) where the robot
arm is located at (0,0), and we impose that the robot arm has to return to (0,0) after
all components have been placed. We now state all variables and parameters we need
to describe the model. We use the following variables, for i = 1,...,n:
• xsi: x-coordinate of the pick position of component i,
• xpi: x-coordinate of the place position of component i,
• ypi: y-coordinate of the place position of component i,
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• T1
i : time between picking component i and placing it,
• T2
i : time between placing component i and picking component i + 1.
(Notice that we let T2
n correspond to the time the robot arm needs between placing
component n and returning to (0,0).) Finally, let
• T0: time needed before picking component 1.
We use the following parameters:
• Va: speed of the robot arm,
• Vb: speed of the worktable,
• Vf : speed of the feeder rack.
Further, for each component i to be placed (i = 1,...,n)w eh a v e :
• pki: time needed to pick component i,
• pci: time needed to place component i.
Also,foranypairoflocationsi andi+1tobevisitedconsecutively(i = 1,...,n−1),
let
• dxi: be the difference in x-coordinate,
• dyi: be the difference in y-coordinate,
• di: be the difference (in x-coordinate) between the feeder from which component
i is retrieved and the feeder from which component i + 1 is retrieved.
Finally, let
• d0: the distance (at t = 0) between (0,0) and the feeder holding the ﬁrst compo-
nent,
• (x1, y1):t h ex, y-coordinates of the location of the ﬁrst component (at t = 0), and
• xsn+1 = 0.






































Vb for i = 1,...,n − 1;
(10)















all variables ≥ 0. (15)
Notice that since the sum of all picking times and all placing times is a constant, the
objective is formulated with (3). Constraints (4) imply that the time needed between
picking component i and placing it (the left hand side) is at least equal to the time
needed to travel with the robot arm in the y-direction to the y-coordinate of the next
place position. In a similar fashion, constraints (5), (6) and (7) can be explained. Con-
straints (8) state that the amount of time needed between two consecutive picking
operations (the left hand side) must be at least the time needed for the feeder rack to
arrive at the position where the next component will be picked (notice that xsi + di
reﬂectsthepositionwherecomponenti+1isatthetimewhencomponenti ispicked).
Constraints (9) and (10) ensure that the board has enough time between two consecu-
tiveplacementoperationstoarriveatthenextplacementoperation.Finally,constraints
(11)–(14) deal with the time needed for the ﬁrst placement.
We make the following remarks:
• Strictly speaking, the model above is not a linear program due to the occurrence
of absolute values. However, standard reformulation techniques can resolve this
issue.
• This model can easily be modiﬁed for the case of a stationary worktable. Indeed,
by dropping constraints (9) and constraints (10) and by turning the xpi and ypi
from variables into parameters, we obtain a model for the case of a stationary
worktable. Also, the model is easily adapted to deal with the case of a worktable
being only able to move in the x-direction (see e.g., Ayob and Kendall 2005).
• Notice that in the description of this model we assume a single feeder rack. How-
ever, one easily generalizes this model to a setting where there are two feeder
racks alongside the machine (or, even more general, when each component has
its own speciﬁc travel characteristics, see Asahiro et al. 2005).
• In case there are limits for the robot arm, feeder rack, and board on the locations
they can reach, one can add linear constraints ensuring these limits.
Finally, there are two important directions in which model (MCP) can be general-
ized. First, when a point is characterized by d coordinates (instead of two), the model
can be easily adapted to deal with this situation. Second, in a setting where the robot
arm has a capacity c ≥ 1, the formulation remains valid. Indeed, it is not unnatural to
assumethattherobotarmcanholdmorethanasinglecomponent(seee.g.,Altinkemer
et al. 2000), and as long as the sequence is speciﬁed with which these components
need to be picked, and need to be placed, the model remains valid.
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Fig. 2 GREEDY for the Tchebychev metric
4 Implementation, design, and computational results
4.1 Implementation and design
We ﬁrst describe how we implemented a GREEDY method, and next, we discuss the
design of the experiments.
AsdescribedinSect.2,aGREEDYmethodforthemotioncontrolproblemconsists
in iteratively minimizing time between picking and placing a component and between
placing a component and picking the next component. Indeed, suppose that the robot
arm and the feeder rack meet each other somewhere on the x-axis to pick a compo-
nent. From that point on the robot arm moves towards the placing position of that
component (assuming a stationary worktable). The feeder starts moving at the same
timewiththenextcomponenttobepickedinthedirectionofthenextpickingposition.
Afterplacing,therobotarmreturnstothe x-axisandrobotarmandfeederwillmeetas
soon as possible. Because we are using the Tchebychev metric, this meeting point is
not always uniquely determined, as is shown in Fig. 2. The robot arm can reach every
point in the interval [(xpi − ypi,0),(xpi + ypi,0)] in the same minimal timespan.
Suppose now that at t = t
pick
i , the feeder location of component i + 1i st ot h e
right of (xpi + ypi,0), as indicated in Fig. 2. Suppose further that the feeder rack
can reach up to (z,0) before the robot arm returns to the x-axis. It follows that every
position in the interval [(z,0),(xpi + ypi,0)] is a meeting point for robot arm and
feeder rack achieving minimal time. In our implementation of a GREEDY method
under a Tchebychev metric we choose as a meeting point the point which causes a
minimal distance for the feeder rack to travel. Thus, we use as a secondary criterion
the distance traveled by the feeder rack. In the example depicted in Fig. 2 this would
amount to (xpi + ypi,0) as a meeting point.
Obviously, using knowledge of the next placement points may result in a better
solution. Indeed, referring again to Fig. 2, given placement position (xpi+1, ypi+1),
(z,0) may be a better meeting point than (xpi + ypi,0) when it comes to minimizing
total time needed. However, we decided in our implementation of a GREEDY method
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Table 1 Experimental design Number of components 40/80/160
Number of component types 10/20
Length of the board 1,000 (in distance units)
Width of the board 500 (in distance units)
Length of the feeder rack 3,000 (in distance units)
Speed feeder rack/speed robot arm 0.25/0.5/1/2/4
Time needed to pick a component 0.8 (in time units)
Time needed to place a component 0.8 (in time units)
Capacity of head 1/4
not to use any information from upcoming placement positions, and instead use as a
secondary criterion the feeder distance traveled.
The setting of our experiment is as follows: consider a board of length 1,000 and
width 500 with n randomly generated placing positions on this board. We generated
for m different component types a position on a feeder rack of length 3,000. For each
ofthen componentsweuniformlyselectedacomponenttype.Therobotarmcanmove
in the x- and y-direction, the feeder rack can move in the x-direction only, and the
board is stationary. To completely specify an instance of the motion control problem,
we took a random sequence of locations as the solution to the component sequencing
problem, and we took a random assignment of feeders to positions in the rack as a
feeder rack assignment. In addition, we assumed that there is precisely one feeder for
each type of components, and hence, the component retrieval problem vanishes. As
pointed out by a referee, the fact that these solutions are not found by some heuristic,
mayadverselyaffecttheresultsofaGREEDYmethod,whencomparedtoanoptimum
solution to the motion control problem.
Different experiments were executed by changing (i) the number of components to
be placed (n = 40,80,160), (ii) the number of component types (m = 10,20), (iii)
the relative speeds of feeder and robot arm (Vf /Va = 0.25,0.5,1,2,4), and (iv) the
capacity c of the head of the robot arm (c = 1,4); see Table 1 for an overview. In our
choice for some of these parameter values, we used V a nG a s t e le ta l .(2004).
We implemented a GREEDY strategy in C++ language and we solved the LP’s
using ILOG CPLEX 8.1.0, OPL Studio 3.6.1. The tests were performed on a personal
computer with a 2.8GHz Intel(R)Pentium(R) IV with 504MB of RAM. Since all
computation times are within two seconds, we have not reported them.
4.2 Results
TheresultsfortheTchebychevmetricaresummarizedinTables2and 3.Eachnumber
is the average over the results of ten different randomly generated instances.
Table 2 gives the percentage deviation
(= 100 × assembly time GREEDY− optimal assembly time
optimal assembly time ) of the GREEDY heu-
ristic from an optimal solution for a machine with a robot arm carrying at most one
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Table 2 Percentage deviation
of GREEDY from the optimum,
head carries 1 component
nm V f /Va
0.25 0.51 2 4
40 10 5.599 5.843 7.971 16.218 20.398
80 10 6.512 6.675 8.108 14.674 19.965
160 10 6.769 6.735 8.194 16.895 21.690
40 20 7.436 7.114 8.544 16.941 20.552
80 20 6.984 6.825 8.149 16.602 20.457
160 20 7.046 7.240 8.544 16.018 19.636
Table 3 Percentage deviation
of GREEDY from the optimum
metric, head carries 4
components
nm V f /Va
0.25 0.51 2 4
40 10 1.470 1.791 2.469 5.624 7.668
80 10 1.844 2.069 2.600 5.862 7.566
160 10 1.861 1.990 2.616 6.352 7.988
40 20 1.476 1.754 2.100 5.621 7.501
80 20 2.021 2.281 2.563 6.549 8.182
160 20 1.773 1.983 2.375 6.132 7.470
component. It is clear that for a slow moving feeder rack (slow compared to the robot
arm), the deviation of GREEDY’s solutions from an optimal solution is relatively
small. This is to be expected: in an extreme case of a stationary feeder rack, a solution
found by a GREEDY method and an optimal solution coincide. However, GREEDY’s
performancedeteriorateswhentheratio Vf /Va increases.Indeed,theslowertherobot
arm is (compared to the feeder rack) the larger the interval becomes where all meet-
ing points have a minimal time between placing component i and picking component
i+1.Also,theeffectofthedensity(n/m)onGREEDY’sperformanceseemsrelatively
small.
In Table 3 the percentage deviation of GREEDY’s solutions from optimal solutions
is given when the head of the robot arm can carry at most four components, meaning
that it can pick up four components before it travels to the board for placing. These
results follow the same trend as the results in Table 2, namely a small deviation for a
fast moving arm (compared to the feeder) which becomes larger as Vf /Va increases.
But, the percentage deviations in Table 3 are smaller than in the previous table. This
can be explained by the fact that both a GREEDY solution and an optimal solution
follow the same movement pattern during the time that the arm needs to pick up four
components; only when the arm travels to the board to place the four components and
then returns to the x-axis to pick the next component, differences may occur. And
since the number of times the robot arm has to return to the feeder rack is now much
smaller, the deviation of GREEDY’s solutions compared to optimal solutions will be
smaller.
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5 Conclusion
We investigated the problem of how to determine movement patterns for the moving
parts of an automated placement machine. We showed that a straightforward greedy
strategytoestablishthesepatternsmaynotgiveanoptimalsolution.However,undera
realisticTchebychevmetrictheproblemissolvableinpolynomialtimebyformulating
it as a linear program. We showed that a reduction in assembly times is possible by
using the LP-model.
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